
STAGING CONVENTIONS IN MEDIEVAL
ENGLISH THEATRE

How was medieval English theatre performed? Many of the mod-
ern theatrical concepts and terms used today to discuss the nature of
medieval English theatre were never used in medieval times. Concepts
and terms such as character, characterisation, truth and belief, cos-
tume, acting style, amateur, professional, stage directions, effects and
special effects are all examples of post-medieval terms that have been
applied to the English theatre. Little has been written about staging
conventions in the performance of medieval English theatre, and the
identity and value of these conventions have often been overlooked. In
this book, Philip Butterworth analyses dormant evidence of theatrical
processes such as casting, doubling of parts, rehearsing, memorising,
cueing, entering, exiting, playing, expounding, prompting, delivering
effects, timing, hearing, seeing and responding. All these concerns
point to a very different kind of theatre from the naturalistic theatre
produced today.

philip butterworth is Visiting Research Fellow in the Insti-
tute for Medieval Studies at the University of Leeds. He was formerly
Reader in Medieval Theatre and Dean for Research at the University
of Leeds. In 2005 he took early retirement in order to concentrate on
full-time research. His principal medieval publications are: Theatre
of Fire: Special Effects in Early English and Scottish Theatre (1998),
Magic on the Early English Stage (Cambridge, 2005 and 2010: winner
of the David Bevington Prize, 2006) and The Narrator, the Expositor,
and the Prompter in European Medieval Theatre (ed.) (2007). He
also co-authored with Joslin McKinney The Cambridge Introduction
to Scenography (Cambridge, 2009). He was a founder member of
the renowned Octagon Theatre, Bolton and taught in the Drama
Department at Bretton Hall for many years.
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Frontispiece: The York Crucifixion at the junction of Stonegate and Minster Gates, York
(1992), by players from Bretton Hall. Directed by the author.
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For
Peter Meredith

mentor and friend
and

David Mills
scholar and friend

1938–2013
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in the meane whyle our comedy shall please the [&] shalbe
acceptable or agreable vnto the, calle to thy mynde [&] remember
(that we demaund no more of the) but that thou gyue a dewe
reioysynge, accordynge to oure deseruynges [&] but that thou
shewe the to be well apayde (with oure doinges by some outwarde
sygne) as by clappyng of thy handes together, or by makynge of
som gladsome shout, for our prologue [&] for our forespeakynge
(to prepare your myndes to perceiue our matter here ensewinge,
this is sufficient or enough.

Ioannis Palsgravi Londoniensis, Ecphrasis
Anglica in Comoedian Acolasti. The Comedye
of Acolastus translated into oure englysshe
tongue . . . by Iohn Palsgraue
(London: Tho. Berthel, 1540), sig. bivv
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and Figures 7–9 are by the author.
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Preface

Positions of explicit stage directions on the pages of the Huntington MS hm1,
discussed in the Introduction, are identified by appropriately positioned
arrows in Figures 1–6.

There are certain words and phrases used throughout the work that have
been consistently italicised. The emphasis placed upon such terms occurs
because the words are effectively employed as technical ones in medieval
application. Where the same words are not italicised, then other, modern
meanings are relevant.

The work makes extensive use of volumes in the Records of Early English
Drama series published by the University of Toronto Press. Other than
bibliographical and note use, the volumes are referred to as REED volumes
and identified by their geographical location.
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